




Climbing Frames

Climbing walls, ball pools, slides, games, touch screens and much more 

We deliver playground solutions from four sqm to hundreds of sqm. Our products are soft modular play, 
which is the most used indoor playground solution in Europe. The foam coated steel construction makes  
the playgrounds safe, durable and good-looking.

The climbing frames are designed and measured individually so they suit the target and wishes regarding 
theme. The customer can choose colors, pictures and activities, or we can suggest a suitable solution  
according to the space and the budget. Usage of the company’s logo or mascot on the playground is also 
possible. Hence, every playground is unique!



Play Corners

Play corners for every space, style and budget

We design the play corners according to the customer’s wishes! The customer can therefore decide on the 
theme and the colour, and also a play corner with the company logo or mascot is possible.

To its size the play corner can be a small, one square meter corner or a several meter long entity. It is  
possible to attach interactive touch screens and mechanical play panels to the corner wall.

The play corners do not require any attachment to floor or wall and are thus easy to move from space to 
space. They are also possible to extend with time or for a specific season.

Choose color, theme 
and pictures -  

you get your own,  
unique playground!







PopUpPlay

Due to their low design, the pop-up solutions are perfect for shopping centres

Apart from fixed playgrounds, you can also get pop-up solutions from us. The pop-up playgrounds are made 
of fiberglass and EPDM rubber. There are both small and larger entities in our assortment. As with our other 
playgrounds, the pop-ups are designed according to the customer’s wishes and needs. 

The playgrounds are perfectly suitable for shopping centers, thanks  
to their low design. The pop-ups are between 2 m2 and 25 m2  
and are easy to move. They include activities for kids of different  
ages. We also deliver fiberglass solutions for spas.

We also deliver  
solutions for spas!



Touch Screens

Units that are easy to use and fit into small areas

Touch screen games are a fun way of amusing children for instance when their parents are standing in line in, 
for instance, pharmacies, banks, shops or airports. We offer 24 license free games suitable for 3 -12 year old 
children. The games combine fun, creativity, precision, perception, concentration and logical thinking. They 
come in over 20 different language versions. 

The screens are made of scrape-free TFT material and IntelliTouch technology. They are durable, safe and 
easy to clean. The screens can be placed in different frames, environments and apparatus. Consequently,  
the entity can be tailor-made just as you wish.







Other products

Carousels, swings, foosball and air hockey games, play panels, soft blocks, fun 
blocks and much more  - we deliver products for every purpose



Our philosophy and promise 
Happy children lead to more sales

With 25 years of experience we know, on the one hand, what stimulates the child’s play and development, 
and, on the other hand, what kind of solution is safe and reliable. Happy children lead to happy parents; this 
is, in turn, advantageous for companies, organizations and establishments that invest in playgrounds.

For the joy of children we have delivered playgrounds and equipment to shopping centers, cruise lines,  
restaurants, spas, pharmacies, hotels, gas stations, retail chains and office buildings.

All our playgrounds comply with the EN 1176 standard. The playgrounds are made of durable, lifelong steel 
frame. To increase the safety further, the steel frame is covered by a soft foam. The playgrounds always have 
a safety platform, according to standards, and a sufficient safety zone. When installing the playground, we 
deliver the necessary instructions and documents for maintenance of the playground. We also require our 
subcontrctors to meet the standards.



Three reasons to choose Toygroup
Know-how

We are one of the oldest and most experienced suppliers of indoor playgrounds in the Nordic market. 
We have a solid understanding of what kids like and how to attract families with kids.

Wide selection

We provide flexible solutions easy to maintain for all needs, from small corner solutions to hundreds of 
square metres large play areas, for kids at every age.

Ease

The customer defines the place for the playground and we tailor the rest on a turn-key basis.

Have a look at photos and 
videos of our products on 
Facebook, Instagram and 

Youtube!







Toygroup Finland Oy
Voivalantie 24 A 

20780 Kaarina, Finland 
www.toygroup.fi

+358 45 134 2364
toygroup@toygroup.fi 

Filosofia ja lupauksemme 
Lasten viihtyvyydestä lisää kauppaa

Leikkipaikamme suunnitellaan ja mitoitetaan yksilöllisesti kohteeseen sopivaksi sekä asiakkaan värejä ja 
logo-toivomuksia huomioiden. Siten jokainen leikkipaikka on uniikki. Kooltaan leikkipaikka voi olla 1-100 m2, 
joten jokaiseen tilaan löytyy sopiva ratkaisu. Asiakas voi itse valita leikkipaikan värit, kuvat ja aktiviteetit, tai 
voimme ehdottaa sopiva ratkaisu käytettävän tilan ja budjetin perusteella.


